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Abstract 
 

 

Innovation in social work education and practice is necessary to ensure adequate preparation of MSW 
students entering the profession.As MSW students enter micro, mezzo, and macro practice settings, there is a 
growing need forsocialworkeducation to enhance inclusive representation—beginning in the classroom.MSW 
students from increasingly diverse backgrounds need intersectional modeling and representation to learn how 
to integrateacademic theoretical social work skills with their personal livedexperiences.Restructuring 
traditional single teacher classrooms to construct team-teaching partnerships promotes pedagogical 
innovation, creates intersectional visibility, and prepares students for inclusive practices in the profession 
(Dill, Shera & Webber, 2017). This study surveyed Masters of Social Work (MSW) students (n = 237) in 
courses co-taught by instructors differing in intersectional identities, skills, and experiences.While team-
teaching activated anxiety insomestudentsdue to uncertainty and ambivalence,most reflected thestrengths they 
identified as engagement, diverse perspectives, collaboration, and communication they saw modeled by their 
instructors.  This research validates team teaching (or co-teaching) as an opportunity for the provisionof 
innovative pedagogy while promoting inclusion and collaborative representation. 
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A lack of innovation in social workpractice is attributed to the foundationaltrifecta on which the profession is 
built (Traube,Begun,Okpych&Choy-Brown, 2017).Traubeet al. (2017) identifythetrifecta as 1) thestructureof social 
workeducation, 2)diffusivelyfocusedprofessional organizations, and 3) siloedprofessional environments.Theerosion 
ofinnovationdueto the confluence of thesethree areasleaves academic, social work researchas the focus ofinnovation 
ratherthan practice(Traube et al., 2017).Socialworkresearchisrelied on as thesourceof innovation in the field; however, 
itdoesnot oftenreach across the curriculum(Traubeet al., 2017).In instances where research does impact the social 
work curriculum, it frequently misses human behavior, practice, and field contexts, depriving students with the 
opportunity to grapple with the challenge of implementing research protocols with vulnerable populations. In order 
topromote inclusion and equity for themost underservedandmarginalizedgroups, social work mustactivelyengagewith 
innovation to improveits practiceandservices(Traubeet al., 2017). 
 

 Teamteachingis oneinnovation thathas not receivedmuchattentionat thepost-secondarylevel, in 
general,andsocialworkeducation in particular(Zapf, Jerome&Williams, 2011). Collaborative teaching amongsocial 
workeducators is not uncommon.Team teachingin social workeducationcantakemanyforms, includingteachingwith 
multipleeducators in thesameclassroom, teachingdifferent sections of the samecourse, or collaborating on the 
fieldeducation team (Dill, Shera&Webber, 2017).Educatingsocialworkstudents aboutworking collaborativelyinteamsand 
preparingthem to communicateeffectivelyto fosterteamalliances is an importantconcept to explore within the 
classroomlearning environmentandfieldeducationexperience (Dilletal., 
2017).Preparednessforpracticerequiressocialworkeducators to offer rich learningopportunities that support student’s 
understandinganddevelopment of well-functioningteamwork skills(Dillet al., 2017). Thispaperexploresthe idea 
ofrestructuring the traditionalsingle teacher classroom structure within socialwork education. Also addressed in this 
paperarethe concepts ofteam teachingin social workasaspringboard for 
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cultivatingpedagogicalinnovations,mentoringandcoachingnewerfaculty, ensuringfield readiness fornascentsocial work 
practitioners,and opposition toteamteaching(Dill et al., 2017). 
TeamTeaching 
 
 Thefield of social workis a natural fit forteam teachinginstructionbecause the very natureof 
theprofessionalenvironment is one where socialwork professionalsactively collaborate with clients and stakeholdersatall 
levels of practice (Robinson, Bachelor-Robinson&McCaskill, 2012).Aninherentaspect of teamcollaboration in social 
work that continuesto develop and has been thesubject of much attention is the creationand implementation 
ofinterdisciplinaryteams(McAuliffe,2009).Social work isbased on the fundamental beliefthatteamcollaboration 
isessential forcompetent practice(McAuliffe,2009).At a basic level,team teachingis thenotion ofmorethan oneteacher 
responsibleforeducating agroup ofstudentsandcooperativeengagementbetweeninstructor interactions (Zapf 
etal.,2011).Thelimited accountsof teamteachingin social workeducationfoundwithin academic scholarship,argue that 
teamscomprised ofinstructors with differing cultural backgrounds, genders,practice orientations, 
andexperiencesbringtogether in the classroom diverse perspectives on thesame subject (Zapf et al.,2011). 

 

ClassroomLearning 
 Socialworkcolleagues whojoin togetherto teach acourse as a team, create and foster a space for intellectual 
stimulation and growth among students while simultaneously challenging dominant ideologies about power and 
authority within the classroom setting (Zapf et al., 2011).Zapf et al. (2011) claim that having more than one teacher in 
the classroom disrupts traditional student approaches to meeting expectations of an individual authority or expert and 
forces them to think for themselves (Zapf et al., 2011).The team teachingapproach offers amodel to students forhow 
to engage indiscussions whentherearedifferingopinions and thesharingofpower andauthority within the classroom 
space.Teamteachers whoarediverseina range ofpolitical orientations, values, socialworkfield,andresearchexperiences, 
and holddifferentpersonallivedexperiences with oppression, bothasoppressorsand oppressed, produce students that are 
betterequipped to criticallyappraisechallengingtopics containingdiverse perspectives(Garran, Aymer, Gelman&Miller, 
2015;Zapf etal.,2011).However,social work students’education is notlimited to the classroom.Students areheld 
accountableforlearningto navigateboth the academic universitysettingandthe practice-based agencysetting—illustrative 
ofthe struggle that social work hasas adiscipline,strivingboth foracademicrespectabilityand professional 
recognition(Durkin&Shergill, 2000). 
 

Field Education 
 Thefieldeducationteachingteam is oftenoverlookedasanessential component of social work education(Dillet al., 
2017).Theteachingteamcomprised of thefieldliaison,fieldinstructor, and sometimes preceptor(s) is instrumental in 
helpingshape and supportthe burgeoningsocialworker astheybegin their initial practice in varied social 
worksettings(Dillet al., 2017).Theutilityof the fieldeducationteachingteam owes its success in part to thestructureof 
theteam itself.As noted inBeder(2000), theory,alongwith other thingsacademic,tend to recede fromconsciousnessforthe 
practicingsocialworkerastheylaunch their professionalpractice, their academic orientationtakes a backseat 
toappliedpractice issuesthat consumetheir time.Consequently, agency-based field instructors alone may not have the 
time or aptitude to recognize and then teach an integrated approach to social work practice and theory (Murdock, 
Ward, Ligon & Jindani, 2006).   
 

To bridge the gap between theory and practice education for field instructors, and ultimately for students, 
universities provide training to field instructors in efforts to reignite their academic orientation and its theories back to 
consciousness(Beder, 2000). Also, the facultyfield liaison, who is often a seasonedpractitionerand whomayalso teach 
academic courses,further supports the field instructor’s awareness ofacademic contentand itsapplication in practice(Dill 
et al., 2017). Team teachingwith academicsandpractitionersoffersstudents opportunities to preparethemselves forsocial 
workpractice.Thefacultyfield liaison and the fieldinstructorofferstudents rolemodelingfor 
collaboration,communication,andconflict resolutionin teamteaching,expandingthe traditionaldefinition ofthe social 
work academic(Dillet al.,2017). 

 

FacultyMentorship 
 Presently, social workeducationprepares the beginningpractitioner;however, it does not offerpreparationfor 
becomingaclassroom teacher ofsocial work education or asanagency-based fieldinstructor(Murdocket al., 2006).  
Thereareseveralunintendedbenefitsfor teamteachingmembers. Thesebenefits include theopportunityto learn 
fromcolleagues, torespond to others’ material, and tohave themchallengeone’sown,aswellasexchangeknowledge and 
skills from each other’sgradingpracticesand teachingmethods (Zapf etal.,2011).This sharingof expertisepromotes 
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relationshipsthat fostera deeperlevel of trustand respectbetweencolleagues that serve to develop better the teacherand 
professionalamongteamteachingmembers(Zapfet al., 2011). 

 
Social work teacherswithmore considerableexperience can supportandcoachnewer facultymembers on howto 

managechallengingclassroom situations or manage and support students who present myriad issues that are unfamiliar 
to the new teacher (Dill et al., 2017).It is argued that, if supported by university administrators, team teaching can 
become a mentoring opportunity for newer faculty to take advantage of the knowledge of more seasoned faculty 
members. Deansanddirectors whowish to enhance teachingexcellence,provide mentorship fornew facultymembers, 
and providegreaterteam cohesion in the socialworkdepartment should create a strategicfocus on team 
teaching.Byworkingin silos, wediminish theopportunitytowork collectivelytowardteachingexcellence. Social 
workadministratorswho cultivate and support teamteachingreap the benefits and rewards of implementingthese 
strategies.Leadership byadministrators includes supportingeducators tocreate spaceformeeting as a team (Dill etal., 
2017, p. 213). 
 

Oppositionto TeamTeaching 
 In the initial stages of the teamteachingexperience, teacherscanexpect someopposition fromstudents(Zapfet 
al., 2011).These studentsmaybe operating from aplace ofconsumer entitlement.As consumers 
ofanacademicdegree,theymayfeelthreatenedbythe lack of understandingof structuraldifferences between team-
taughtandsingle teacher classrooms (Zapfet al.,2011).Students who see themselvesasconsumersbut not aslearners 
mayonlybeinterested to know how to‘purchase’an“A”in the course(Zapfet al., 2011).Some studentsarelookingto know 
what theyneed to memorizerather thanengagingin reflective dialoguewiththemselvesandothers (Zapf et al., 
2011).Students mayalso hold the perception that a single instructor orexpert in acourseis legitimateas theyhavebeen 
‘trained’andinstitutionalizedto believethere isonly oneway of receivinganeducation—that is, bya singleexpert (Zapfet 
al.,2011).Theacademycanalsooppose team teachingon account of the dominant institutionalvalues of 
singleteacherclasses (Zapfet al., 2011). 
 

 This study explored the experiences of Masters of Social Work students (n = 237)enrolled in social work 
courses taught usinga team teaching approach. Through a mixed-methods, pre and post-course survey, the authors 
sought to explore the results of implementing ateam teaching model in social work classes to identify what students 
perceive as advantages and disadvantages with this teaching approach. 
 

Methodology 
 

Participants 
 Participants includedsecond-year students enrolled in three courses taught in the Masters of Social Work 
program; the courses selected were Trauma, Family Therapy, and Practice in Multicultural Settings.These courses were 
selected based on instructor and student feedback regarding the challenge of learning rigorous content with 
emotionally charging material.Based on their registration time, students selected their courses and were aware they 
were registering for a co-taught class.None of the participants had previous experience in a co-taught academic course 
prior to this program. Participants (n=237) were provided with a link to complete thepre-test at the beginning and 
post-tests at the end of each respective course.A total of 141 participantscompleted the pre-test, and 96 completed the 
post-test.All participants were full-time MSW students.Demographic information was not requested from students 
who agreed to participate in the study.  
 

Procedure 
 Pre-test andpost-test surveys consisted of qualitative and quantitative questions that explored student’s 
experiences in a team-taught course.Responses were listed on a five-point Likert scale ranging from ‘Not Effective At 
All’ to ‘Extremely Effective,’ with a text box following each question for narrative comments.Data onco-taught courses 
were collected over three years, between 2016 and 2019. Surveys were distributed exclusively to students enrolled in a 
team-taught class.Students were initially invited to participate in the study via email and encouraged to complete the 
pre-test before the start of the semester.Students were informed that they would be provided with a post-test upon 
completion of the course at the end ofthe semester.Students who agreed to participate in the study were allotted time 
on the first day of class to complete the survey if they had not done sobefore starting the course.Students were also 
provided time during class on the final day of the course to complete the post-test survey.The survey took 
approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete, with no incentives offered to participants.  
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Data Analysis 
 Descriptive statistics allowed for summarization and description of the quantitative data. Thematic analysis 
was utilized to analyze the qualitative data.Thematic analysis, a method of identifying, analyzing, and reporting 
patterns within data, provides a rich and detailed, yet complex, account of the data (Vaismoradi, Turunen & Bondas, 
2013).  Grounded theory methods provide systematic procedures for shaping quantitative and qualitative data and 
unite the research process with theoretical development (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2007). 
 

Results 
 The primary purpose of the present study is to explore the research question: What are the perceived barriers and 
facilitators of implementing a team teaching model within social work classes?Data gathered from questionnaires administered to 
social work students to explore their perceptions were drawn and arranged into categories, themes, patterns, and 
relationships emerging from and grounded in data with an a priori focus on two themes: barriers (to the 
implementation of a team teaching model of instruction within social work classes), and facilitators (to the 
implementation of a team teaching model of instruction within social work classes).Qualitative data analysis was 
conducted through the use of Qualtrics data analysis software program. 
 

 Based on thematic analysis, fivecategories were identified as recurring topics relevant to participant’s 
perceptions of barriers and facilitators of implementing a team teaching model of instruction within social work 
classes.The categories were grouped into two major themes.One theme describes advantages and facilitators (diverse 
perspectives, collaboration and communication, and engagement).A second theme describes barriers and 
disadvantages (ambivalence and fidelity to tradition).The following sections describe the themes and categories 
derived from the surveys and are illustrated with the use of participant quotations. 
 

Theme 1- Advantages and Facilitators 
 By far, there were a more significant number of identified advantages to facilitate the implementation of a 
team teaching model of instruction within social work classes than there were barriers and perceived disadvantages.  
Categories identified as advantages included diverse perspectives, collaboration and communication, and 
engagement.The literature on co-teaching illustrates that a team-teaching approach allows instructors to teach content 
and model professionalbehavior(Garran, Aymer, Gelman&Miller, 2015;Zapf etal.,2011).In so doing, thishelps prepare 
students for challenging dynamics involving diverse perspectives and exposing them to social workers from different 
cultural backgrounds, genders, practice experiences, and orientations, mirroring experiences they arelikely to 
encounter in the field. 
 

Diverse Perspectives 
 Participants were asked during both thepre-test and post-test to identify how effective they thought the co-
facilitating/co-teaching model would be in exposing them to class experiences and dynamics that would promote 
learning.At the pre-test, 47.52% of students felt that co-facilitating/co-teaching would be ‘Somewhat Effective’ in 
exposing them to experiences and knowledge.For instance, one participant stated, “I believe that having two 
professors will give us the opportunity to learn from a wide variety of experiences.”However, at the post-test, 55.21% 
of participants felt that this teaching model was ‘Effective.’ One participant explained: “I enjoyed learning from a 
lecture-style classroom, and I feel like both teachers were knowledgeable and brought insightful information.”  
 

 Participants were also asked to apply the same five-point scale to rate how effective the co-teaching model 
would be in establishing classroom dynamics that promote learning.At the pre-test, 37.24% of participantsexpressed 
uncertainty about the model’s effectiveness, with most student ratings falling under the ‘Somewhat Effective’ and ‘Not 
Effective’ categories.One participant stated, “I have no idea what to expect” whereas another participant said, “I feel 
that co-teaching will provide more interesting dynamics and more experience.”Comparatively, post-test responses 
reflect that 46.88% of participants felt that the co-facilitating/co-teaching model was ‘Very Effective’ in establishing 
classroom dynamics that promote learning, with most students responding with‘Effective’ ratings or higher.A 
studentresponse included the following comment: “I was able to gain two perspectives from two different professors 
that are highly skilled. It allowed me to gain different skills.” 
 

Collaboration and Communication 
 Collaboration and effective communication to build rapport and foster alliances are crucial components to 
MSW classroom settings,field education, and post-graduation as professional practitioners.Participants were asked 
what they thought collaboration in teaching looked like, and what they expected from their instructors regarding 
communication.   
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Consistent with previous data, at pre-test 34.04% of participants initially indicated they were unclear about 
what co-teaching entailed stating, “I am not sure,” and “I am not too sure what would make this effective,” or “I 
think co-teaching is professors switch off teaching the class?”Students also indicated not being familiar with a team 
teaching model of classroom instruction, given that they had no prior experience in a team-taught course.One student 
stated, “I have not experienced the co-teaching model.”Another student responded, “Unknown at this time, this is my 
first [co-taught] class.” 
 

 Conversely, at the completion of the course, 69.8% of participants’ responses reflected clarity of 
understanding and positive association with team teaching models.One participant explained: “I would describe co-
teaching as having two professors/facilitators to provide students with more diverse experiences, knowledge, and 
perspective.” Anotherstudent described team teaching as instructors engaging in “Communication and mutual 
respect.” In addition, students voiced concern that individual faculty may not be effective in a co-teaching model prior 
to initiating a co-taught course.  At the pre-test, 44.03% of students felt that instructors would be ‘Not Effective’ in 
comparison to post-test results, in which 65.3% of students felt that the individual faculty were ‘Extremely 
Effective.’Post-test results suggest that when faculty effectively communicate expectations about co-teaching models to 
students, they are more prepared to engage in course collaboration with two instructors and with each other.Narrative 
comments expressing these perspectives include:“When the professors empower each other and the learning material 
is enhanced through their experiences” and “The professors’ cohesion and synchrony. It was very helpful that my 
professors had similar expectations and teaching styles. In addition, you could tell that they had a lot of experience 
speaking and lecturing together, which made classes run smoothly.” 
 

Engagement 
 Co-teaching approaches allow students to gain a better understanding of different ways to engage with 
colleagues that may have different opinions as well as seeing how one can share power and authority in the classroom 
setting. The co-facilitating survey explored what factors made for the most effective learning environment. At the pre-
test, participants indicated that they felt engagement and interaction between instructors and students would support 
an optimal learning environment. For example, one student stated, “I have not experienced a co-teaching class before. 
I would assume the most effective learning environment is the one that is very interactive and innovative.” 
 

  However, at the post-test, participants stated that they felt like engagement and collaboration between 
instructors was a critical component to successful co-teaching. One participant explained, “Two professors who can 
work simultaneously and when it doesn’t seem like one professor is overpowering the other.”Participants also noted 
that they observed instructors professionally engaging through this approach, managing power, privilege, and 
authority through their interactions.Another student commented, “Both professors connect and share the same vision 
and also that they allow each other ample space to share their own language of the material.”  
 

Theme 2- Barriers and Disadvantages 
 

 The results of thematic data analysis also rendered some identifiable barriers and disadvantages to facilitate 
the implementation of a team teaching model of instruction within social work classes—albeit far less than 
theperceived advantages and facilitators.Categories identified as disadvantages included ambivalence and fidelity to 
tradition.Consistent with the literature, students expressed ambivalenceand opposition prior to beginning a co-taught 
course (Zapf et al., 2011).  
 

Ambivalence 
 At the pre-test, 50.71% of participants indicated they felt ambivalent towards co-teaching for their classes.  
Students indicated they were concerned with what they felt uncertain or unclear about, including their understanding 
of the approach, two professors teaching as a team, grading expectations, teaching effectiveness, and ambiguous 
expectations from the professors or concerning classroom dynamics. Students expressed their ambivalence about 
team teaching as indicated in their responses including statements such as,“I have no idea what to expect,” and “I am 
not sure,” or “I am not sure, I don’t understand how it will work.”  However, oncestudents were fully immersed in 
the co-teaching experience, thisseemed to contribute towards a positive shift in student’s perception of this teaching 
method.  This claim is attributed toa vastmajority of studentsexpressing interest in enrolling in additional co-taught 
classes and suggesting the MSW program offer more co-teaching courses.Moreover, post-test results yieldeda 44.21% 
participant response rate indicating that co-teaching was ‘Extremely Effective.’ 
Fidelity to Tradition 
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 Any modification from traditional teaching models may evoke opposition from students (Zapf et al., 2011). 
Participants were asked to consider traditional teaching models and encouraged to comment on how they felt co-
teaching compared to traditional models. Specifically, they were asked if they felt that team teaching would be 
effective in exposing them to experiences, skills, and knowledge and how effective and fair they felt grading would be. 
One student expressed their concern about grading in this manner: “The only reason I think the grading may not be 
as fair is because one professor may grade his or her students easier than others.”The primary concerns addressed by 
participants were regarding grading and class size.Another student stated,“I worry that when turning in an assignment 
I might be listening to what one professor said during lecture, and then I will not gain full credit due to it not being 
what my assigned professor is looking for.”Additionally, another student stated,“I am only concerned about larger 
class (more students) with less comfortable atmosphere.”At the pre-test, 42.03% of students indicated that a co-
teaching model would be ‘Somewhat Effective’ in skill attainment and fairness in grading. 
 

 On the other hand, this perspective shifted significantly at the post-test when participants asserted the co-
teaching model was 42.71% ‘Effective’ in the area of experience, skills, and knowledge attainment, as well as fairness in 
grading. It is noteworthy to address that many participants remained ambivalent at the completion of the co-taught 
course, primarily concerned about fairness in grading procedures. For example, participants stated, “I am confused 
about the grading because sometimes they [instructors] would switch it up during the semester,” and “I believe it can 
be hard to have two professors grading us since they have different ways of teaching, although it seems fair.”This 
ambivalence could potentially be attributed to their experiences in the course or because final grades had not yet been 
assigned. Consistently, participants acknowledged a lack of clarity (in grading expectations) and confusion as a 
rationale for ongoing ambivalence about the co-teaching approach. Furthermore, they highlighted class size as an 
environmental factor of concern, noting that more students felt unsafe with a larger, less intimate class size than other 
courses with fewer students. A student expressed this concern by stating, “The grading was fine. However, the class is 
too large, making it difficult to establish a safe space and a fluid classroom dynamic.” 
 

Discussion 
 

 In the present study, categories identified and thematically coded as advantages and facilitators to the 
implementation of a team-teaching model of instruction within social work classes included diverse perspectives, 
collaboration and communication, and engagement.These categories emerged as a theme reflected in the pages of 
scholarly literature regarding co-teaching. That is, to prepare social work students to engage in collaborative practice 
by applying a teamteaching approach allows instructors from different cultural and professional backgrounds to teach 
content from diverse perspectiveswhile simultaneously communicate and model professionalbehaviorduring course 
instruction(Garran, Aymer, Gelman&Miller, 2015;Zapf etal.,2011). 
 

 In contrast, categories identified and thematically coded as barriers and disadvantages to the implementation of 
a teamteaching model of instruction within social work classes, included ambivalence and fidelity to tradition.  Like 
previous studies examining team teaching, before starting the course, students underscored theiruncertainty and 
opposition to deviating from the traditional solo-taught class to a class taught by a team of teachers, suggesting that 
new and innovative approaches may initially be uncomfortable to students.Any academic modifications that diverge 
from the status quo are likely to be questioned, criticized, and rejected until students can experience the benefit of the 
adaptation.Moreover, several participants remained ambivalent about their grades at the end of the course. Similarly, 
Zapf et al. (2011) found that students who identify as academic consumers rather than learners were more likely to 
focus on grades and legitimated a single instructor as an expert instead of a team of teachers. 
 

Implications for Social Work Education 
 

 The traditionalsingle teacher classroomstructure within socialwork educationthat exists todaymayrequire 
restructuringand amore collaborativeapproachsimilar tothat of the field education teachingteam.Arguably, most 
academic institutions developpartnerships with field-basedagenciesin which their primaryresponsibilityis to provide 
students with classroom theoryandresearchknowledge, inevitably placing soleresponsibilityon field-basedagencies to 
providepractice experienceand ‘professional’ development, which oftenbecomes a context in which students address 
performance deficits. Amorecollaborative approachbetweenuniversitiesandagencies,classroom teachers,and field 
practitionersmayofferamoreequitable sharingof responsibilityforthe overalldevelopmentofsocialwork students (Durkin 
&Shergill, 2000). 
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Classroom collaboration can be reflected through team teaching, which promotes the inclusion, equity, 
and modeling that is missing from traditional academic contexts.Teamteachingin social workeducation 
diminishesisolatedworkenvironments,cultivatespedagogicalinnovation,createsmentoring opportunities for 
newerfaculty,andprepares social workstudents forprofessionalpractice (Dill et al., 2017). 
 

Limitations 
  

One of the significant limitations encountered with the study was the inconsistency in the number of 
participants that participated in the pre and post-tests, with over 40 more pre-tests (n=141) than post-tests (n=96).  
Those responses may have impacted the data in ways we cannot assess. Additionally, the co-facilitating/co-teaching 
model did not collect student’s demographic information, which may have helped add depth and understanding 
related to how ambivalence may be experienced by differing intersectional identities (including but not limited to 
gender, age, nationality, and gender identity). Also, given that students are accustomed and conditioned to experience 
teaching through a traditional single teacher model, a co-teaching model of education may have been experienced as 
foreign and overwhelming. Because there were three separate classes surveyed, the specific courses and individual 
instructors may factor into how students might have received the co-teaching model. 
 

 Furthermore,teachers themselves are equally trained and conditioned to teach independently,and 
consequently, students may have pickedup on the instructor’s potential ambivalence about co-teaching.However, to 
minimize threats to validity and establish trustworthiness, a data triangulation method was applied to the study 
(Padgett, 2017). That is,datacollected in this study included information from three different courses taught by three 
distinct teams of teachersto support the findings. 
 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

 This study explored the experiences of Masters of Social Work students enrolled in social work courses 
taught using a team-teaching approach. With social justice, inclusion, and intersectionality as fundamental foundations 
of the discipline, it is critical that course instruction models the skills, values, and perspective students are expected to 
develop. In addition, MSW students from increasingly diverse backgrounds working with vulnerable clients and 
populations need intersectional representation to support the integration of academic theoretical social work skills 
with personal lived experiences. Results reflected that while team-teaching initially activated anxiety in some students 
due to uncertainty and ambivalence, the majority of participants indicated the strength of the approach, including 
increased engagement, diverse perspectives, collaboration, and professional communication they saw modeled by their 
instructors. This research validates team (or co-teaching) as an opportunity for the provision of innovative pedagogy 
while promoting inclusion and collaborative representation.   
 

Future Research 
 Although some research in social work education explores the concept of team teaching in the classroom, 
additional investigations examining the connection between team teaching in the social work classroom environment 
and the field-based setting is necessary. Further qualitative and quantitative research on the relationship and 
partnership between the academy and field agencies and their contributions to the student’s learning experience is also 
an area requiring more attention. Lastly, an exploration of the benefits a team-teaching approach may have for new 
faculty on boarding and mentoring in social work education is warranted. 
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